Grand Park
Westfield, IN

Severe Weather Policy

1. Alarm will sound when lightning is within 10 miles (This is a solid tone siren; beacon lights will turn on).

2. If the park experiences technical difficulties with the notification system, air horns will be used in a backup situation.

3. There will be a 30-minute delay from the last lightning strike before the all clear sounds (This is a pulsing high/low tone, beacon lights will turn off).

4. Grand Park management team, which includes anchor organizations, will communicate directly with Event Directors in the event of severe weather that requires evacuation.

Evacuation Plan

1. When severe weather alarm sounds, the red beacon lights will become active and all visitors and athletes must evacuate immediately to cars and stay in cars until the all clear signal sounds.

2. Any guest unable to get to their vehicle quickly due to a handicap may seek safety at the nearest shelter building.

3. In case of a tornado warning or other life-threatening emergency, all visitors and athletes will be instructed to evacuate the park and seek shelter away from Grand Park.

4. Concessions will be closed throughout the delay.